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Dependence of the ionization energy of shallow donors and acceptors in silicon
on the host isotopic mass
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A comparison of the infrared absorption spectra of isotopically pure28Si and30Si reveals small shifts in the
transition energies for both the shallow donor phosphorus and the shallow acceptor boron. The impurity
binding energies for both species are slightly larger in30Si than in28Si. A similar effect was earlier observed
for the boron acceptor in13C vs 12C diamond, and later explained as resulting from a change in the ground and
excited state binding energies due to the dependence of the hole effective mass on the host isotopic composi-
tion. Here we show that the results for both donors and acceptors in Si can be explained by the same
mechanism, with the additional inclusion of the isotopic dependence of the dielectric constant.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The effects of the isotopic composition of the host ma
rial on the optical and electronic properties of semicond
tors have received much attention, as summarized in sev
comprehensive reviews.1–3 Most of this work has focused o
effects which are controlled by the average composition,
more recently the availability4 of high quality crystals of
isotopically pure Si has revealed effects which are contro
not by the average composition, but rather by the rando
ness of the composition present in crystals having the nat
isotopic abundance. First it was shown5 that the isotopic ran-
domness present in natural Si~hereinafter Si! produces an
effective local variation in the band gap energy, which in tu
results in an inhomogeneous broadening that is the domi
factor in determining the observed photoluminescence~PL!
linewidths of the no-phonon transitions of shallow donor a
acceptor bound excitons~BE!. Next it was shown6 that the
isotopic randomness present in Si is the origin of the m
studied ‘‘residual’’ ground state splitting of shallow accept
impurities in Si. The surprisingly large size of this effect w
explained by detailed modeling using accurate acce
ground state wave functions, split by the fluctuations of
isotopic composition around individual acceptors via the
pendence of the valence band edge energy on isot
composition.7 Finally, it has recently been shown8 that the
isotopic randomness present in Si produces a significan
homogeneous broadening of many of the long-stud
ground state to excited state infrared absorption transition
shallow donors and acceptors. Thus, many of these tra
tions are much sharper in isotopically pure Si than in natu
Si, and many of the homogeneous linewidths are much
rower than had been previously assumed.

Here we consider a different aspect of the infrared abso
tion spectrum of shallow donors and acceptors in isotopic
modified Si that is not dependent on isotopic disorder.
show that the absorption transitions of the shallow acce
boron ~B! and the shallow donor phosphorus~P! have
slightly different energies in30Si as compared to28Si, con-
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sistent with slightly larger impurity binding energies in30Si.
A similar effect of the host isotopic composition was prev
ously reported for the B acceptor in13C vs 12C diamond.9 It
was later shown10 that this could be most readily understoo
as resulting from changes of the ground state and exc
state binding energies due to a small dependence of the
effective mass on the host isotopic composition. We sh
that the shifts of the transition energies for both B and
between30Si and28Si can be explained by the same mech
nism, with the inclusion of the dependence of the dielec
constant on the host isotopic composition, which made o
a negligible contribution in diamond. In particular, the calc
lation explains our observation that the host isotope effec
considerably larger for shallow acceptors than for shall
donors, even though the binding energies of B and P
almost equal.

II. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

The infrared absorption spectra shown here were obta
from 28Si samples enriched to 99.896%, cut from a crys
used previously for photoluminescence5,6,11 and absorption8

studies, and from a30Si sample containing 98.68%30Si
10.62% 29Si10.70% 28Si, which was also used in previou
PL studies.11 The 28Si sample contained P and B at conce
trations of 731013 cm23 and 731014 cm23, respectively,
while the 30Si sample is dominated by B at approximate
231015 cm23, with roughly ten times less P~the PL
method12 for determining shallow impurity concentration
becomes difficult at these relatively high concentration!.
Identical B and P absorption results were also obtained fr
a second sample, enriched to 99.94%28Si, and containing
slightly lower concentrations of B and P. In addition to i
higher dopant concentrations, the30Si sample is also
known11 to suffer from random internal strain fields, likel
due to carbon impurities,13 which cause a broadening an
splitting of the P BE photoluminescence line.

The samples were freely suspended in a sample cham
filled with superfluid He and sealed with polypropylene wi
©2003 The American Physical Society01-1
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dows. Spectra were collected with a Bomem DA8.02 Fou
transform interferometer using a silicon composite bolome
at 1.6 K, and Mylar beamsplitters. The instrumental reso
tion used for these measurements was 0.02 cm21. Some of
the stronger transitions were saturated in the more hea
doped30Si sample, but, as only one sample of this rare m
terial was available, producing a thinner sample was
practical.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The infrared absorption spectra from the28Si and 30Si
crystals are compared in Fig. 1, with vertical lines drawn
emphasize the small energy shifts between the transiti
The B transitions are labeled with a line numbering sche
used in earlier14 infrared absorption studies of B in Si. A
reported previously,8 the transitions in the28Si sample are
very sharp, many of them being much narrower than in
best spectra ever reported for Si. Indeed, many of the
transitions in28Si ~lines B6 and B7 in Fig. 1 for example!
reveal extra structure not resolvable in Si spectra, which
been explained8 as resulting from a difference of 0.15 cm21

in the ground state binding energy of the two stable B i

FIG. 1. Several infrared absorption lines of the B acceptor an
donor in 28Si are compared with the same transitions in30Si. The
energy shift of the lines with the host isotopic composition is se
to be larger for B than for P. The vertical lines centered at the30Si
transition energies aid in visualizing these shifts. Some of the st
ger transitions in the30Si crystal were saturated as a result of high
impurity concentrations, and hence are not shown. The reason
the large broadening of the30Si transitions are discussed in the tex
The B transitions are labeled using the standard14 line numbering
scheme.
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topes, 10B and 11B. Unfortunately, transitions in the30Si
crystal show significant broadening, most likely due to bo
concentration effects and C contamination. As a result,
uncertainty in determining the impurity line positions in th
sample is significant. In addition, some of the stronger tr
sitions were saturated in the30Si sample. Table I summarize
all of the 28Si to 30Si line shifts for B and P that could b
determined from these spectra. Since the splitting betw
10B and 11B is much too small to be resolved in the30Si
spectrum, the B results should be considered to apply to
average over the natural B isotopic abundance~for a given
transition, the shift between28Si and30Si should in any case
be essentially identical for10B and 11B).

As observed for B in diamond,9 and expected from the
model,10 the isotopic shift in the transition energies increas
with the energies of the transitions, or in other words, w
decreasing final state binding energy. In order to give
accurate value for the shift in the ground state binding
ergy, the highest observable lines for each impurity~B7 for
the B acceptor and 3p6 for the P donor! were used, togethe
with a simple extrapolation assuming that the size of
isotope shift scales linearly with the binding energy of t
state involved, giving shifts of the ground state binding e
ergy of 0.7360.1 cm21 for the B acceptor and 0.32
60.1 cm21 for the P donor~in both cases the binding ene
gies are larger in30Si than in28Si).

IV. THEORY

The basis of our discussion is the usual equation for
ionization energy of shallow~hydrogenic! levels in semicon-
ductors:

EB5Ry•m* /«0
2, ~1!

whereRy is the hydrogen Rydberg,«0 is the static dielectric
constant~;11.4 for Si! and m* is the appropriate averag
effective mass~in units of the free electron mass! to be dis-
cussed below. While Eq.~1! is too simple to provide accurat
values of impurity binding energies, it can be used to e
mate the shift inEB with isotopic composition from the de
pendence onm* and«0 , together with the known value o
EB from natural Si, which we take to be;340 cm21 for both
B and P.

The influence of the average isotopic massM on«0 scales
donor and acceptor binding energies identically. For acc
tors in diamond, the effect due to«0 has been shown to b
negligible compared with the effect due tom* .10 For silicon,
however, we show here that both contributions to theEB
shift are important. The difference in«0 between30Si and

P

n

n-
r
for
TABLE I. Energy shifts~in cm21) for the P donor and B acceptor transitions between28Si and30Si, and
the extrapolated difference in ground state binding energyEB .

Transition (P) 2p6 (P) 3p6 B3 B5 B6 B7 PEB B EB

Energy in28Si 20.20 20.30 20.43 20.53 20.65 20.68 20.32 20.73
minus energy
in 30Si (cm21)

(60.1) (60.1) (60.1) (60.1) (60.1) (60.1) (60.1) (60.1)
1-2
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28Si can be estimated from the zero temperature renorm
ization of «0 by the electron-phonon interaction, which
known to be proportional toM 21/2.15 This renormalization is
easily obtained from the temperature dependence of«0 ,
which can be written as15

D«05AM21/2@112nB~^v&/T!#, ~2!

where A is a constant,nB is the Bose-Einstein occupatio
factor and^v& an average phonon frequency in the sa
units as the temperatureT. Here we take, for silicon,̂v&
5430 K,16 a reasonable value since its maximum phon
frequency is 743 K. Equation~2! allows us to determine the
zero-point renormalization of«0 , AM21/2, and the differ-
ence in this renormalization between30Si and28Si, which we
designate asd«0 , from the normalized slope of«0 vs T
measured at highT, which isd«0 /«0dT58.631025 K21.17

We thus findD«0(T50)50.22 ~in reasonable agreemen
with the ab initio calculations of Ref. 18! and d«0 /«0
516.431024 ~d represents the value forM528 minus that
for M530). Using Eq. ~1! and a typical value ofEB
5340 cm21 we calculate the corresponding isotopic chan
dEB520.43 cm21 for both B and P, resulting from the iso
topic dependence of«0 .

We now estimate the dependence ofm* on M . This de-
pendence is related to the gap which determinesm* accord-
ing to k•p perturbation theory.19 This theory relatesm* to a
direct energy gap at the corresponding point of the Brillo
zone and the square of a matrix element of the linear m
mentum operator. The latter is assumed to be independe
the perturbation under consideration, whereas the former
often be measured by optical spectroscopy techniques.11,20 It
can also be calculated using semiempirical ba
structures.21,22 Here we use the extensive calculations of t
zero-point band renormalizations given in Ref. 21 for seve
conduction and valence band extrema of silicon.

We first estimate the effect of the zero-point renormali
tion on them* of donors, i.e., at the conduction band minim
which occur, for Si, near theX-point of the Brillouin zone.
The transverse mass,mt* 50.19, is determined by the smal
est direct gap at theD1 extrema which is about 4.3 eV. From
Ref. 16 we obtain the zero-point renormalization of this g
to be220.77 meV~the renormalization is negative; all gap
considered here increase with increasing isotopic mass!. This
yields an effective mass renormalization of

Dmt* /mt* 5220.7731023/4.3524.831023. ~3!

The longitudinal mass,ml* 50.91, is determined by large
gaps~'10 eV! and by the free electron term, a summa
equal to 1 neglected here, for simplicity, for all masses un
consideration. Hence,ml* can be assumed to be independe
of M . This implies that the isotope effect onEB can be
calculated by using in Eq.~1! (2/3)dmt* /mt* instead of
dm* /m* . We thus obtain for the donor P a contribution
the change inEB with isotopic mass equal to20.038 cm21.
Adding to this value the contribution of the change in«0 ,
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20.43 cm21, we find the totaldEB520.47 cm21, in ac-
ceptable agreement with the experimental result (20.32
60.1 cm21).

We calculate next the contribution todEB resulting from
changes inm* for acceptors. The calculation is complicate
by the degeneracy of the topG8 valence band and the con
comitant existence of a light hole and a heavy hole band
the case of diamond, treated in Ref. 10, it was shown t
only the so-calledE08 gap contributes tom* . For silicon, two
of the gaps that determine the hole masses are close in m
nitude, theE08 gap (53.3 eV) and theE0 gap (54.2 eV).
The zero point renormalizations of these gaps can be r
from Table 4.I of Ref. 16 to be 75 and 102 meV, respective
Hence therelativechanges of both gaps are nearly the sam
The relative gap renormalizations will, in both cases,
taken to be 2.331022.

The simplest approximation one can make to calculate
EB of acceptors in silicon is the so-called one-spherical-ba
approximation~Eqs. 4.43 and 4.45 of Ref. 19!. Within this
approximationm* 5(g1)21, where g1 is one of the Lut-
tinger parameters,g1 , g2 , andg3 . Within the assumption of
equal relative zero-point renormalizations of the gapsE0 and
E08 , the parameterg1 is also renormalized the same wa
~except for a change in sign!. In this case the contribution o
m* to the dependence ofEB on isotopic mass become
20.27 cm21 for B. Adding to this value the contribution
of «0 we find the total result dEB52(0.2710.43)
520.70 cm21, in excellent agreement with the experime
tal result (20.7360.1 cm21).

In spite of the good agreement between theory and exp
ment just obtained, one may object that the spherical
proximation is not realistic for acceptors in silicon: the lig
hole and heavy hole masses are far from being equal~0.15
and 0.50, respectively, Ref. 19, p. 75!. However, to a first
approximation, their difference does not change our estim
of the effect of isotopic mass onEB . For silicon, it is easy to
show that the following equation takes into account rat
well the difference between light and heavy hole masses

m* 5 K 1

2 F S 1

g1~11m! D
3/2

1S 1

g1~12m! D
3/2G L 2/3

, ~4!

where m52(3g312g2)/5g1 . Equation ~4! represents the
average density of states effective mass of the holes w
determine the acceptor binding energy within the Kost
Slater model~see Sec. 4.3.2 of Ref. 19!. Equation~4! also
reproduces fairly well the more exact acceptor binding
ergy, calculated by solving the appropriate coupled effect
mass equations23 for the spherical approximation (mÞ0).
Sinceg2 andg3 change with isotopic mass in the same w
asg1 , the presence ofm in Eq. ~4! does not alter the depen
dence ofm* on isotopic mass.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have observed shifts in the transition energies
tained from infrared spectra for the shallow acceptor B a
the shallow donor P between30Si and28Si. From these shifts
we have determined the dependence of the ground s
1-3
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binding energies of these two impurities on the average h
isotope mass. These results are well explained by calc
tions based on the effective mass binding energies, which
altered by the host isotope dependence of the electron
hole effective masses, together with the host isotope de
dence of the dielectric constant. The shifts between pure28Si
and pure30Si are quite small, supporting the earlier assert
that this effect would make only a negligible contributio
to the inhomogeneous isotope broadening recently show
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be present in the infrared impurity absorption spectra
natural Si.8
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